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Abstract— Attribute based encryption (ABE) theme, 

attributes are centered for vital role. Attribute based 

encryption has been pictured as a promising cryptologic 

primitive for realizing secure and versatile access 

management. Attributes area unit to be segregate to get a 

public key for encrypting knowledge associate degreed are 

used as an access policy to regulate user access. With the 

recent adoption and diffusion of the info sharing paradigm 

in distributed systems like on-line social networks or cloud 

computing, there are increasing demands and issues for 

distributed knowledge security. The performance and 

security analyses indicate that the projected theme is 

economical to firmly manage information the data 

distributed within the data sharing system. One of the 

foremost difficult problems in information sharing systems 

is that the social control of access policies and also the 

support of policies updates. Ciphertext Policy Attribute 

Based Encryption (CP-ABE) is turning into a promising 

cryptanalytic resolution to the present issue. It permits 

knowledge homeowners to outline their own access policies 

over user attributes and enforce the policies on the info to be 

distributed. The performance and security analyses indicate 

that the projected theme is economical to firmly manage the 

data distributed within the data sharing system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Network and computing technology allows many folks to 

simply share their information with others victimization on-

line external storages. People will share their lives with 

friends by transfering their non-public photos or messages 

into online social networks or upload sensitive Personal 

Health Records (PHRs) into online information servers like 

Microsoft Health Vault, Google Health for simple sharing 

with their primary doctors for price saving. As individuals 

fancy the benefits of those new technologies and services, 

their considerations regarding knowledge security and 

access management additionally arise. Improper use of 

knowledge by the storage server or unauthorized access by 

outside users may well be potential threats to their data. 

People would really like to form their sensitive or non-

public information solely accessible to the licensed folks 

with credentials they such [1]. 

 Attribute based encryption could be a promising 

scientific discipline approach that achieves a fine-grained 

information access management [2, 3]. It provides the way 

of process access policies supported totally different 

attributes of the requester, surroundings or the info object. In 

attribute based mostly encoding associate degree encoding 

can associate encrypted knowledge with a collection of 

attributes. An authority can issue users totally different 

personal keys, wherever a user personal secret related to 

associate access structure over attributes and reflects the 

access policy ascribed to the user. Especially, CP-ABE 

allows to cypher or to outline the attribute set over a 

universe of attributes that a decode or must possess so as to 

decode the cipher text, and enforce it on the contents. Thus, 

every user with totally different set of attributes is allowed 

to decode different items of knowledge per the safety policy 

[2]. In this mechanism projected a completely unique public 

auditing for the integrity of shared information with 

economical user revocation victimisation Batch Level 

Signature (BLS) in mind. By utilizing the thought of proxy 

re-signatures, permit the information server to re-sign blocks 

on behalf of existing users throughout user revocation, in 

order that existing users do not  ought to transfer and re-sign 

blocks by themselves [3]. additionally, a public voucher is 

often able to audit the integrity of shared information while 

not retrieving the complete information from the 

information server, even though some a part of shared 

information has been re-signed. Moreover, this mechanism 

is in a position to support batch auditing by verificatory 

multiple auditing tasks at the same time. Experimental 

results show that our mechanism will considerably improve 

the potency of user revocation. This effectively eliminates 

the necessity to believe information storage server for 

preventing unauthorized data access, that is that the ancient 

access management approach of like the reference monitor 

all the same, applying CP-ABE within the information 

sharing system has many challenges. In CP-ABE, the Key 

Generation Center (KGC) generates non-public keys of 

users by applying the KGC master secret keys to user 

associated set of attributes [3]. Thus, the foremost advantage 

of this approach is to mostly scale back the requirement for 

process and storing public key certificates underneath 

ancient Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). However, the 

advantage of the CP-ABE comes with a serious 

disadvantage that is thought as a key written agreement 

downside. The KGC will decipher each cipher text self-

addressed to specific users by generating their attribute keys. 

This might be a possible threat to information 

confidentiality or privacy within the data sharing systems. 

Another challenge is that the key revocation. Since some 

users might modification their associate attributes at your 

time, or some personal keys can be compromised, key 

revocation or update for every attribute is important so as to 

create systems secure [3]. This issue is even harder 

particularly in ABE, since every attribute is conceivably 

shared by multiple users. This implies that revocation of 

associate in nursingy attribute or any single user in an 

attribute cluster would have an effect on all users within the 

cluster. It is going to end in bottleneck throughout rekeying 

procedure or security degradation because of the 

vulnerability of windows [2, 5]. 
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II. MOTIVATION 

To protect the integrity of data in the cloud, a number of 

mechanisms have been proposed. To protect the integrity of 

information within the cloud, variety of mechanisms are 

projected. In these mechanisms, a signature is connected to 

every block in knowledge and therefore the integrity of 

information depends on the correctness of all the signatures. 

One amongst the foremost important and customary options 

of those mechanisms is to permit public protagonist to 

expeditiously check knowledge integrity within the cloud 

while not downloading the complete knowledge, mentioned 

as public auditing. Integrity is enforced  in each ranked and 

electronic database models. It is a serious issue that affects 

on the performance of the information server. Knowledge 

integrity contains protocols for writing of the data in an 

exceedingly reliable manner to the persistent data storages 

which may be retrieved within the same format with none 

changes later.  Maintaining integrity of shared knowledge is 

sort of tough task. Numbers of mechanisms are projected to 

guard integrity of information. Construct of attaching 

signature to every block of information is employed in these 

mechanisms. Knowledge Integrity is most significant of all 

the safety problems in knowledge server knowledge storages 

because it ensures completeness of information moreover as 

that the information is correct, accessible, consistent and of 

prime quality. 

1) Entity integrity 

2) Referential integrity 

3) Domain integrity                   

III. RELATED WORK 

Data server is that the phrase accustomed describe pc 

package and hardware (a information platform) that delivers 

information services. Also known as a information server it 

additionally performs tasks like knowledge analysis, 

storage, knowledge manipulation, archiving and different 

tasks mistreatment client/server design. Knowledge server 

will able to store knowledge as a bunch and share it or 

modify it among a bunch. In knowledge server knowledge 

storage contains two entities as Data Server user (group 

members) and Data Server service provider. In knowledge 

server computing design knowledge is keep centrally and 

managing this centralized knowledge and providing security 

to that is extremely troublesome task. Public auditing 

additionally to user provides the external party to verify the 

correctness of keep knowledge against external attacks it is 

arduous to search out. Researchers of specify thanks to 

deliver the goods storage correctness while not Trusty Third 

Party (TTP). They deliver the goods this by victimisation 

secure key management, fair access right managements and 

light-weight weight integrity verification method for 

checking the unauthorized amendment within the original 

knowledge while not requesting a neighborhood copy of the 

info [7]. Third Party Auditing (TPA) system is projected 

during which a third party entity dynamically provides 

auditing services on distributed computing surroundings. 

The TPA World Health Organization has resources and skill 

that a user does not have and check the integrity that 

troublesome for users to visualize. The auditors will 

perceive the threats and that they understand best practices. 

The discharged audit report helps the user to judge the 

chance of their services. To free the burden of management 

of knowledge of the info owner, TPA can audit the info of 

consumer. Therefore, to facultative a privacy conserving 

third half auditing protocol, freelance to user revocation, is 

that the downside attending to tackle during this work. 

During this review is among rare ones to support privacy 

conserving public auditing in knowledge server computing, 

with a spotlight on user revocation [8]. 

 Auditing service knowledge such employers 

facilitate to save lots of process resources, however the 

information house owners to achieve trust within the cloud 

provides for a clear and cost-efficient approach. It describe 

procedures and needs for the system ought to be taken under 

consideration, and has become a reality in an exceedingly in 

public auditable secure cloud storage service to stipulate the 

challenges that require to be resolved [5]. Outsourcing has 

been wide investigated within the past, that is keep in an 

exceedingly very attention-grabbing security issues, a 

growing trend several raise. However, the demonstrable 

knowledge possession (PDP) could be a topic that has 

recently appeared within the analysis literature. The most 

drawback is usually to be effective and safe storage server 

consumer to verify that the information is keep. To properly 

verify the integrity of shared knowledge with economical 

user revocation, our public auditing mechanism ought to 

accomplish the subsequent properties: 

1) Correctness: The TPA is ready to properly check the 

integrity of shared information. 

2) Efficient and Secure User Revocation: On one hand, 

once a user is revoked from the cluster, the blocks 

signed by the revoked user is expeditiously re-signed. 

On the opposite hand, solely existing users within the 

cluster will generate valid signatures on shared 

information, and also the revoked user will now not 

calculate valid signatures on shared information.  

3) Public Auditing: The TPA will audit the integrity of 

shared information while not retrieving the complete 

information from the cloud, although some blocks in 

shared information are re-signed by the cloud. 

IV.  EXISTING SYSTEM 

In existing mechanisms, a signature is connected to every 

block in knowledge, and therefore the integrity of 

knowledge depends on the correctness of all the signatures. 

One among the foremost important and customary options 

of those mechanisms is to permit a public friend to with 

efficiency check knowledge integrity within the knowledge 

server while not downloading the whole knowledge, 

remarked as public auditing. This public voucher may well 

be a shopper who would really like to utilize information 

Server information for specific functions (e.g., search, 

computation, data mining, etc.) or a Third Party Auditor 

(TPA) who is ready to supply verification services on 

information integrity to users. Most of the previous works 

specialise in auditing the integrity of non-public knowledge. 

Totally different from these works, many recent works 

specialise in a way to preserve identity privacy from public 

verifiers once auditing the integrity of shared knowledge. 

Sadly, none of the on top of mechanisms, considers the 

potency of user revocation once auditing the correctness of 

shared knowledge within the knowledge server [4]. A lot of 

specially, economical user revocation are often achieved 
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through a public revocation list while not change the 

personal keys of the remaining users, and new users will 

directly decode files hold on within the cloud before their 

participation. Moreover, the storage overhead and therefore 

the coding computation value ar constant. So much all told 

cases outperforms the present strategies [5].                  

A. Drawbacks of Existing System: 

 As a result, this revoked user ought to now not be able 

to access and modify shared information, and also the 

signatures generated by this revoked user are not any 

longer valid to the cluster. Therefore, though the 

content of shared information is not modified 

throughout user revocation the blocks, that is 

antecedently signed by the revoked user, still have to 

be compelled to be re-signed by associate degree 

existing user within the cluster. 

 The Number of resigned blocks is kind of giant or the 

membership of the cluster is often dynamic. Easy 

methodology might value the prevailing user an 

enormous quantity of communication and computation 

resources. 

 Lows security 

 Easy to find key to retrieve the data 

 Poor performance 

 High in memory usage and time relevance process.       

V. PROPOSED WORK   

The projected approaches to Batch Level Signature (BLS) a 

completely unique public auditing mechanism for the 

integrity of shared knowledge with economical user 

revocation within the ABE based mostly data processing. 

During this mechanism, by utilizing the thought of proxy re-

signatures, once a user in the cluster is revoked, the ABE 

based mostly data processing is in a position to re-sign the 

blocks, that were signed by the revoked user, with a re-

signing key. As a result, the potency of user revocation may 

be considerably improved, computation and communication 

resources of existing users may be simply saved. Within the 

projected mechanism is ascendible, that indicates it  is not 

solely able to expeditiously support an outsized variety of 

users to share knowledge and however conjointly able to 

handle multiple auditing tasks at the same time with batch 

auditing [6]. Additionally, by taking benefits of Shamir 

Secret Sharing (SSS) may also extend our mechanism into 

the multi-proxy model to attenuate the prospect of the 

misuse on re-signing keys within the ABE on knowledge 

server based mostly data processing and improve the 

responsibility of the complete mechanism [6, 7].            

A. Advantages of Proposed Work: 

 This mechanism will considerably improve the potency 

of user revocation. 

 The key written agreement drawback can be resolved 

by escrow-free key issue protocol, that is built 

exploitation the secure two-party computation between 

the key generation center and therefore the knowledge 

storing center. 

 Fine-grained user revocation per every attribute may 

be done by proxy secret writing that takes advantage of 

the selective attribute cluster key distribution on prime 

of the ABE. 

 High in security 

 Improved performance 

 Better results 

 Low in memory usage                    

VI. MODULE PROCESS 

A separable component, frequently one that is 

interchangeable with others, for assembly into units of 

differing size, complexity, or function. In this system have 

five modules such as: 

 Group Member Registration & Login 

 Key Generation 

 Upload File to Data Server 

 Download File from Data Server 

 Public Auditing with User Revocation in Public 

Verifier                                                                                                              

A. Group Member Registration & Login: 

     The first user entered his user name, password, and opt 

for anyone cluster id then register with knowledge Server. 

This user added  during this explicit cluster. Then he entered 

this user name, countersign and opt for his cluster id for 

login. 

B. Batch Level Sign Based Key Generation:   

Key generation technique that is surpass the consumer to 

setup the theme. Key generation work because the consumer 

initializes the general public and secret parameters of the 

system. Clients uploads knowledge files within the 

encrypted format and decrypts its own data solely. TPA 

handles multiple user for multiple task throughout key 

generation method. The initial user conjointly creates a user 

list (UL), that contains ids of all the users within the cluster. 

The user list is public and signed by the initial user.                                                                                                                                   

C. Upload Files To Server: 

Uploading is that the transmission of a file from one 

automatic data processing system to a different, sometimes 

larger automatic data processing system. This module the 

user desires to transfer a file and rending into several blocks. 

Next encrypting every blocks to form the general public 

key. It generate signature of every blocks for authentication 

purpose. Then the transfer every block cipher text with 

signature, block id and signer id. These meta knowledge and 

key details area unit hold on publically voucher for public 

auditing [6]. 

D. Download File from Server  

The user or cluster member needs to transfer a file to convey 

the computer filename and acquire the key key. This secret 

key valid for user able to rewrite the downloaded file. 

Otherwise entered wrong secret key then blocked by public 

champion. If each signatures area unit equal then mix all 

blocks then get the initial file.     

E. Public Auditing With User Revocation in Public Verifier   

The public admirer will audit the integrity of shared 

knowledge while not retrieving the whole knowledge from 

the distributed system. User revocation is performed by the 

cluster manager via a public offered revocation list (RL), 

supported that cluster members will write in code their 

knowledge files and make sure the confidentiality against 
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the revoked users. The list is characterized by time stamp 

t1,t2,...tr. Within the planned system once the user time 

stamp over does not look ahead to the cluster manager to 

update the time stamp or revocation list here once the time 

over the user now send request for beyond regular time for 

access the info to the distributed system. Finally the general 

public admirer unrevocked this user. During this 

mechanism, by utilizing the concept of proxy re-signatures, 

once a user within the cluster is revoked, the info server is 

ready to re-sign the blocks, that were signed by the revoked 

user, with a resigning key. As a result, the potency of user 

revocation may be considerably improved, computation and 

communication resources of existing users may be simply 

saved [9,10]. 

VII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

A system design or systems design is that the abstract model 

that defines the structure, behavior and additional views of a 

system. A design description could be a formal description 

and illustration of a system, organized in an exceedingly 

means that supports reasoning concerning the structures and 

behaviors of the system. 

 
Fig. 1: Revocation Attribute Based Encryption on Batch 

Level Processing 

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation is the stage of the project once the 

theoretical style is turned out into a operating system. This 

work mainly describes about the methods and algorithms, 

that ar used for providing the high finish of security in 

knowledge server system and accessing knowledge 

effectively and firmly. On mensuration the various previous 

work analyzed the benefits and downsides of every work 

and at last we tend to derived the new technique, which over 

comes the drawbacks of previous work by analyzing all the 

knowledge altogether state of exploration and by providing 

the more secured data server environment. Presently this 

research is under development to search out the system for 

preserving identity privacy for revocation of the user or 

group member while sharing the info on Data Server 

scheme, there is associate in nursing authority that is 

accountable for attribute management and key distribution. 

The information owner defines the access policies and 

encrypts information according to the policies. Each user 

will be issued a secret key reflecting its attributes. A user 

can decrypt the info only if its attributes satisfy the access 

policies. The primary propose a revocable multi authority 

theme, where an efficient and secure revocation method is 

proposed to unravel the attribute revocation problem within 

the system. 

IX. CONCLUSION    

ABE has been applied extensively to the world of access 

management. However, the appliance of ABE is restricted 

attributable to its high theme overhead as in depth pairing 

operations square measure sometimes needed. during this 

paper, focus on improving the efficiency of ABE by 

leveraging a previously overlooked fact the often found 

hierarchy relationships among the attributes that are inherent 

in many access control scenarios. More specially, 

economical user revocation may be achieved through a 

public revocation list while not change the personal keys of 

the remaining users, and new users will directly decode files 

hold on within the cloud before their participation. 

Experimental results show that the ABE can improve the 

efficiency of user revocation, and existing users within the 

cluster will save a big quantity of computation and 

communication resources throughout user revocation.       

X. FUTURE WORK 

The future work for potential applications of Cloud involves 

group communications among the nodes. The future work 

for potential applications of Cloud involves group 

communications among the nodes. Multicasting is helpful 

operation that facilitates cluster communications. 

economical and ascendable multicast routing in Cloud is a 

troublesome issue. additionally to the traditional multicast 

routing algorithms, recent protocols have adopted the 

subsequent new approaches overlays, backbone-based and 

stateless. During this future these approaches from the 

protocol state management purpose of read and compare 

their quantifiability behaviors. The considered a range of 

approaches that are suitable for various mobility patterns 

and multicast group sizes. Results obtained through 

simulations demonstrate increased performance and 

quantifiability of the projected techniques. 

      In this mechanism given to the privacy 

conserving public auditing theme that supports information 

dynamic operations. Public auditing scheme supports 

hashing technique. Considering TPA might at the same time 

handle multiple audit sessions from totally different users 

for his or her outsourced information files, as a future work 

further extend our privacy preserving public auditing 

protocol into a multiuser setting, where the TPA can execute 

multiple auditing tasks in an exceedingly batch manner for 

better efficiency. To improve the potency of verification for 

multiple auditing tasks, additional extend our mechanism to 

support batch auditing. 
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